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Dear Student, Artist, Thinker,
As one of the world’s oldest civilizations, China has had great effect on human
history — inventing paper, gunpowder (and fireworks!), the compass, printing,
and countless other things. The Chinese people have created amazing architecture, art, music, and literature equal to anything you might find in any other
country or continent. And speaking of literature, I can’t help but think of one of
my favorite Chinese folk novels, Monkey.
What makes this tale stick in my mind is the rebellious main character, who
starts out as just a regular monkey named Sun Wukong (most recently played
by Jackie Chan in the 2008 film The Forbidden Kingdom). Throughout most of
the story, Wukong has a chip on his shoulder and lets almost everyone around
him know it. Unsatisfied with the prospect of death, he finds a way to live
forever. Wanting to stand up to bullies and people of high society, he learns
to transform himself, gain super strength, and fly, among many other abilities (kind of like a superpowered Bugs Bunny). At one point he even crashes a
party in heaven just because he felt insulted that he wasn’t invited, and even
the gods are powerless to stop his pranks and rough-housing.
Eventually, Wukong meets Tang Sanzang, a monk, and joins him on a pilgrimage. I remember one passage in particular where the monk, aware of Wukong’s
rebellious nature, says that if the monkey can leap higher than Sanzang’s
held-up hand, the monk will bow down to him. Wukong accepts the challenge
and — wanting to show off — leaps thousands of feet into the air, using a giant
brush to paint his initials on a mountainside. Returning to the ground below, he
is shocked to see his very small initials painted on the monk’s fingertip, and realizes Sanzang’s hand was the mountain, and that no matter how powerful and
strong Wukong becomes, he cannot overcome the monk’s wisdom. In this way,
Wukong finally calms and gains inner peace by following the monk.
I think of this passage to humble myself when I feel a bit too proud, and when
I struggle to find my own inner peace. Hopefully you too may find some new
wisdom in these pages and within yourself.
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•••
WORDS INSIDE
FROM HANSHAN …

colloquial | language
used in ordinary or
familiar conversation;
not formal or literary
pseudonym | a fictitious
name, especially one
used by an author
bodhisattva | (in Mahayana
Buddhism) a person who
is able to reach nirvana
but delays doing so out
of compassion in order
to save suffering beings
recluse | a person
who lives a solitary
life and tends to avoid
other people
scrutiny | critical
observation or
examination
prefect | a chief
officer, magistrate,
or regional governor
in certain countries

Kyes Stevens and the APAEP Team

“The greatest victory is that which requires no battle.”
SUN TZU // Chinese general, military strategist, and philosopher
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Hanshan
Investigating the life of Chinese literature’s most mysterious poet
BY TRISTAN SHAW | SupChina | January 16, 2019

The poet Hanshan 寒山, a name meaning “Cold Mountain,” ranks as one of the most eccentric and mysterious figures of Chinese literature. He is said to have lived
during the Tang Dynasty (618-907), dwelling in a cave
or hut in Tiantai Mountain near modern-day Taizhou,
Zhejiang. In Chinese and Japanese art, he is often
depicted as dirty and raggedy, smiling mischievously
with his friend Shide. His poetry, written in a direct,
colloquial style, was satirical and spiritual, touching
on both Buddhist and Daoist themes. Hanshan also
wrote poems about his own life, but his real identity
is completely unknown. His name, in fact, is a pseudonym that refers to a place in Tiantai Mountain.
With no real name to pin the poems to, some scholars have suggested that Hanshan’s work was actually written by a collective of different people; others
speculate that the legendary poet never even existed.
The collection of 300 poems attributed to Hanshan is
known as the Hanshanzi 寒山诗. It isn’t exactly clear
when these poems were written, or when they began
to become popular. There are references to Hanshan
in other works during the 9th century, while the earliest surviving copy of his poems dates back to the 12th
century. Editions of the Hanshanzi usually include a
preface written by Lu Jiuyin, a contemporary official
who supposedly met Hanshan and collected his work.
In his preface, Lu says that “nobody knows where
Han-shan came from.” He would go to Tiantai Mountain’s Guoqing Temple to get food, laughing and
talking to himself for hours in one of the temple’s
corridors. One of the monks who worked in the
kitchen, Shide, befriended him and provided his food.
Lu first heard of Hanshan from Fenggan, another
monk associated with the poet and Guoqing Temple.
Fenggan unexpectedly showed up at Lu’s house one
day, before he was about to leave to take up a new post
in the region. Lu was sick with a headache, but Fenggan healed the official’s head by simply sprinkling
water on him. Fenggan told Lu of Hanshan and Shide,
claiming that they were incarnations of bodhisattvas
who could be found at Guoqing Temple.
After arriving at his new post as prefect of Taizhou,
Lu paid a visit to Guoqing Temple three days later. He
asked the monks there about Fenggan, Hanshan, and
Shide. He learned that Fenggan no longer lived at the
temple, and his living area was now inhabited by a
tiger. Hanshan and Shide were in the kitchen at the

time, and when Lu went to see them, they burst out
laughing at him. Lu tried paying homage by bowing,
but the two recluses only continued laughing and
shouting, until they left the temple hand-in-hand.
Later, Lu arranged to give them clothes and medicine,
sending messengers to Hanshan. The poet cried out,
“Thieves! Thieves!” when he spotted the delivery men,
and retreated into
a cave that immediately sealed itself up.
Shide vanished too,
and nobody apparently saw either of
the men ever again.
Lu requested that a
monk collect what
they left behind,
finding Hanshan’s
poems scattered on
bamboo, trees, and
walls. The result of
this effort was the
Hanshanzi. In his closing remark, Lu notes, “I, who am
devoted to Buddhism, am very happy to have met them.”
Aside from the various legends surrounding Hanshan,
Lu’s preface was once commonly accepted as a source for
the poet’s life. Since the 1920s, the text’s authenticity has
increasingly come under scrutiny. The prefect Lu Jiuyin,
it seems, doesn’t seem any more real than Hanshan.
Of course, perhaps the best account of Hanshan’s
life might come from his own work. Translator Burton
Watson, writing in the introduction of his translation
Cold Mountain: 100 Poems by the T’ang poet Han-Shan,
believed that most of the poems were probably written
by “a gentleman farmer, troubled by poverty and family
discord, who, after extensive wandering and perhaps a
career as a minor official, retired to a place called Cold
Mountain among the T’ien-t’ai range.”
Whoever Hanshan might have been, his poetry has
inspired countless artists, Buddhists, and countercultural figures. Japanese writers like Matsuo Bashō
have greatly admired Hanshan, while American beatniks and hippies championed Hanshan as a fellow free
spirit, with Jack Kerouac even dedicating his novel
The Dharma Bums to the poet.
m Edited for clarity and space
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Hanshan, Fenggan
and Shide depicted
in an 18th century
silk painting
wikimedia.org

?
THERE IS A SMALL
VESSEL FILLED
WITH SAUCE, ONE
VESSEL HOLDING
TWO DIFFERENT
KINDS. WHAT IS IT?
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ECONOMICS

China Becomes First Major Economy to Recover
from Covid-19 Pandemic
BY LILY KUO | The Guardian | October 19, 2020

The Chinese economy grew 4.9% between July and
September, according to government data, as China
becomes the first major economy to recover from the
Covid-19 pandemic.
The year-on-year expansion, while slightly lower
than analyst expectations, represents a dramatic reversal from the first quarter of this year when the economy
shrunk by 6.8%, China’s first contraction since 1992
when officials began keeping quarterly GDP data.
China’s central bank governor Yi Gang said on
Sunday that officials predict annual growth of about
2%. “The Chinese economy remains resilient with
great potential. Continued recovery is anticipated,
which will benefit the global recovery,” he said.
China is expected to be the only G20 economy to
grow this year. The global economy is slated to contract
by 4.4%, according to the International Monetary Fund,
the steepest downturn since the Great Depression.
Covid-19 first emerged in central China in Wuhan
in December and by early April, lockdowns were lifted
as the country gradually re-opened factories and businesses while travel restrictions were loosened. Policymakers released targeted stimulus measures from tax
cuts and lower interest rates to credit local governments and cheaper lending for businesses.
Most Chinese cities have returned to normal with
schools and offices reopened. Before a new outbreak
in the eastern province of Shandong, the country had
gone almost two months without any new locally transmitted cases. China has officially reported 4,634 coronavirus deaths and more than 85,000 confirmed cases.
Data on Monday showed industrial production in
September rose 6.9% compared to the same period
last year. Retail sales were up 3.3%. Auto sales for the
month also increased 12.8% while domestic air travel
exceeded pre-pandemic levels. Consumer spending
has begun to pick up again, illustrated by a resurgence
in tourism during a week-long public holiday in October known as Golden Week.
Observers say the strength of China’s economic
recovery still remains uncertain in the face of job
losses, uneven growth across the country, elevated
levels of household and corporate debt, as well as
trade frictions as ties with the US and other trading partners continue to deteriorate. Others doubt

official economic data, which have in the past been
inflated by local governments.
The Chinese leadership, anticipating slower growth
and a more difficult international environment, are
pursuing a new strategy known as a “dual circulation
economy.” The concept, first proposed by Xi Jinping
in May is aimed at reducing the country’s reliance on
overseas markets and technology and fostering domestic consumption and advances in technology.
“Globalisation is facing a reversal, with rising
protectionism and unilateralism. The world economy is weakening as international trade and investment, science, technology … security and politics are
all undergoing profound change,” Xi said in a speech
in Shenzhen last Wednesday.
“We are forming a new development pattern with
the domestic economic cycle playing a leading role. Our
economy is at a critical period of transformation,” he said.
On Weibo, internet users were skeptical of the new
data. One commented that they and several of their
colleagues had received New Year bonuses, typically
given before China’s spring festival, months early.
“How could the numbers not look good?” the commentator said. “The price of everything is higher,” another said.
“As always, I do not believe them,” one said.

?
WASHING MAKES
IT MORE AND
MORE DIRTY; IT IS
CLEANER WITHOUT WASHING.
WHAT IS IT?

WORD PLAY
A Rebus puzzle is a picture representation of a common word or
phrase. How the letters/images appear within each box will give
you clues to the answer! For example, if you saw the letters “LOOK
ULEAP,” you could guess that the phrase is “Look before you leap.”
Answers are on the last page!
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MATHEMATICS

SUDOKU HOW-TO GUIDE

1. Each block, row, and column
must contain the numbers 1–9.
2. Sudoku is a game of logic and
reasoning, so you should not
need to guess.
3. Don’t repeat numbers within
each block, row, or column.
4. Use the process of elimination
to figure out the correct placement of numbers in each box.
5. The answers appear on the
last page of this newsletter.

Sudoku
#57 PUZZLE NO. 5977402
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1

ROW

What the example will look
like solved q
#58 PUZZLE NO. 4882715
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“Tell me and I will forget, show
me and I may remember; involve
me and I will understand.”
CONFUCIUS // Chinese philosopher and politician
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Idiom

“Not for all the
tea in China”
Meaning Not at any price

DID YOU KNOW?
Chopsticks were initially
created for cooking, not as
an eating utensil.

The first artificially reproduced
human tooth was created in China.
China produces the most gold
out of any country in the world.

The Great Wall of China was built
using rice! The bricks were held
together by a mixture of sticky
rice flour and slaked lime for the
Ming Dynasty section of the wall.

The Chinese invented paper
currency during the Tang dynasty
that ruled between 618 and 907.

70% of cell phones are manufactured in China. In December 2019,
175.29 million cell phones were
produced in China. Huawei, Oppo,
Vivo, and Realme are all Chinese
phone companies that dominate
the mobile phone market.

Empress Wu Zetian was the only
female ruler of China. Empress
Wu was the only woman to
govern China, ruling from 690
AD to 705 AD. She appointed
officials based on their skills and
talents, not on family ties.

Source: facts.net

Origin This phrase originated
around the late 19th/early 20th
century and derives from the
fact that China was well-known
to produce tea in huge quantities. That is still the case and
China now accounts for around
a quarter of the world’s production of tea. So, to decline the
offer to do something ‘for all
the tea in China’ is to be determined not to do it, whatever
inducement is offered.
The Oxford English Dictionary
declares the phrase to be of
Australian origin and reprints
Eric Partridge’s 1890s date for
the phrase, but unfortunately
doesn’t provide any supporting evidence for either assertion. The nearest I can come
to verifying the date, and to an
Australian origin, is J.J. Mann’s
travelogue Round the world in a
motor car, 1914:
Australia is not a hospitable
country [...] when I applied to
the authorities for permission to
bring Samand with me, the reply
was: “Not for all the tea in China.”
Source: phrases.org.uk

CHINA OWNS ALL OF THE PANDAS IN
THE WORLD. CHINA LOANS PANDAS TO
AMERICAN ZOOS FOR $1 MILLION A YEAR.
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Tsunami Chant

WRITING PROMPT

BY WANG PING

It’s easy to get inside your own head with selfdoubt. We all have a tendency to think we aren’t
qualified to say/do something, or that our opinion
doesn’t matter because we don’t have the
experience that others do. Set all that aside for
a moment, and write what’s in your heart. What
do you want people to know not because of your
expertise, but because you’re worth listening to?

I’m not a singer, but please
let me sing of the peacemakers
on the streets and internet, your candles
in this darkest moment of night,
your bodies on the steps of government buildings,
your voices from the roots of grasses and trees,
from your pit of conscience.
I’m not a prayer, but please,
please give my voice to the children
in Baghdad, Basra, Afghanistan,
and every other bombed-out place on earth,
your crying out in pain and fear;
please give my hands to the mothers
raking through rubble for food, bodies;
my sight to the cities and fields in smoke;
my tears to the men and women who are brought
home in bags; and please give my ears
to those who refuse to hear the explosions,
who tune only to censored news, official words.

Copyright © 2003 by Wang Ping. From The Magic Whip (Coffee House Press, 2003).
Reprinted from Split This Rock’s The Quarry: A Social Justice Poetry Database.

Wang Ping was born in August 14, 1957, in Shanghai, China, during

the Cultural Revolution. She received her BA in English literature
from Beijing University in 1984 and immigrated to the United States
in 1985. Ping received her MA in English literature from Long Island
University two years later. It was at Long Island University, when she
accidentally walked into a creative writing class, that Ping started
writing poetry, stories, and novels. She went on to receive her PhD in
comparative literature from New York University in 1999.

I’m not a citizen, but please
count my vote against the belief
that the American way is the only way,
count it against the blasphemy of freedom,
against a gang of thugs who donned crowns
on their own heads, who live for power
and power only, whose only route is
to deceive and loot, whose mouths move
only to crush, whose hands close
only into a grave.

Word Search

I’m not a worshiper, but please
accept my faith in those
who refuse to believe in painted lies,
refuse to join this chorus of supreme hypocrisy,
refuse to sell out, to let their conscience sleep,
wither, die. Please accept my faith
in those who cross the bridge for peace,
only to be cursed and spat upon, but keep crossing
anyway, every Wednesday, in rain and snow,
and my faith in those who camp out night after night,
your blood thawing the frozen ground,
your tents flowers of hope in this bleak age.
I don’t possess a bomb, don’t know
how to shoot or thrust a sword.
All I have is a broken voice,
a heart immense with sorrow.
But please, please take them,
let them be part of this tsunami
of chanting, this chant of awakening.

RUBBLE
PLEASE
FAITH
CHANT
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BRIDGE
PEACEMAKER
CONSCIENCE
CROWNS

AWAKENING
BROKEN
HEART
CANDLES

THAWING
VOICE
CITIZEN
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Liaoning Province | China’s Extraordinary Fossil Site
BY CLIFF TARPY | National Geographic

Guarding long-buried treasure, a monitor at a dig site
looks out for thieves who illegally remove fossils for
sale to collectors. He sleeps in the one-room shack on
the rim, keeping an ear cocked for voices in the dark.
In Liaoning Province, located in the rolling farm
country of northeastern China, peasant farmers make
only a few hundred dollars a year. They know they can
make many times that amount by selling just one prized
fossil on the black market. Even if recovered, illegally
removed fossils have diminished scientific value, says
Xu Xing of the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and
Paleoanthropology (IVPP) in Beijing: “If it isn’t collected
right, a fossil loses its context—the layer it was found in
and its relationship to other fossils.”
Xu, also a postdoctoral fellow at the American
Museum of Natural History in New York, waxes
enthusiastic about what has become one of Earth’s
most celebrated fossil beds. Discoveries there are
casting light on life during the Mesozoic, specifically
130 million to 110 million years ago—a time distinguished by the diversification of dinosaurs, mammals,
birds, and flowering plants.
“Liaoning opens a window on the late Mesozoic that
is more complete and more in-depth than anywhere
else on Earth,” Xu asserts. The reason is the diversity
and great abundance of terrestrial plants and animals
and their fossilization. At most sites only bone can be
found. At Liaoning the fine particles of ash and mud
that covered animals preserved soft body parts and
prevented decomposition by sealing off oxygen.
Some scientists call Liaoning a Mesozoic Pompeii,
evoking the ancient Roman city where humans were
entombed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius. But
in its own way Liaoning is even more remarkable.
Repeated volcanic eruptions created a layer cake of
fossil beds spanning millions of years. So far, more
than 60 species of plants, nearly 90 species of vertebrates, and about 300 species of invertebrates have
been identified. Paleontologists marveled at dinosaur fossils with stomach contents identifiable as
the bones of lizards and mammals, and at bird fossils
containing plant seeds.
Liaoning is situated within a vast region whose
primeval flora and fauna are referred to as the Jehol
biota. The area was characterized by a warm climate
and numerous lakes. These conditions provided a
fruitful environment for plants and animals to differentiate and nourish. So many individual fossils have

been found that scientists are able to study population
dynamics, succession within communities of interacting species, and even predator-prey relationships.
“The site preserved not just bones but often whole
skeletons,” says paleontologist Hans-Dieter Sues of

the Smithsonian Institution, “and some birds were
preserved so well you can distinguish between male
and female. Liaoning is unique.”
During the 1990s Liaoning jumped from the pages of
scholarly journals onto front pages everywhere through
a series of spectacular discoveries of archaic birds and—
more intriguingly—dinosaurs with feathers. These
fossils bolstered the once controversial but now widely
endorsed theory that modern-day birds descended from
dinosaurs. They also provide much new evidence in the
ongoing debate about how flight originated.
Fossils are being uncovered faster than paleontologists can describe the specimens and spread the new
knowledge through scientific papers. And Liaoning promises to provide fresh discoveries for many years to come.

?
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WHEN I GO OUT, I AM THICK AND FAT. WHEN I
COME HOME, I AM MEAGER LIKE A SKELETON.
THEN I AM PUT IN A CORNER AGAINST THE WALL
AND MY TEARS FLOW FREELY. WHAT AM I?

Liaoning Province
in Northeast China
wikimedia.org
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Overlooked No More
Lin Huiyin and Liang Sicheng, Chroniclers of Chinese Architecture
BY DANIEL E. SLOTNIK | The New York Times | April 11, 2018

Many of China’s ancient architectural treasures crum- hardly breathing, with thick masks covering our noses
bled to dust before Lin Huiyin and Liang Sicheng began and mouths, we measured, drew, and photographed
documenting them in the 1930s. In China, ancient with flashlights for several hours,” Liang wrote.
structures were usually treated like any other build- “When at last we came out from under the eaves to
ings rather than protected and studied, as
take a breath of fresh air, we found hundreds of
they were in many Western countries. The
bedbugs in our knapsack. We ourselves had
husband and wife team were among
been badly bitten. Yet the importance
the first preservationists to operate
and unexpectedness of our find made
in China, and by far the best known.
those the happiest hours of my years
Their efforts have since inspired
hunting for ancient architecture.”
generations of people to speak out
Liang was born on April 20, 1901,
for architecture threatened by the
in Tokyo, where his father, Liang
rush toward development.
Qichao, a leading Chinese intellecBecoming China’s premier
tual and reformist, was stationed.
architectural historians was no
Lin was born in Hangzhou, China,
easy feat. The buildings they
on June 10, 1904. Children of
wanted to save were centuries old,
prominent families, they both
often in a shambles and situated
lived and studied abroad and grew
in remote parts of the country. In
up to be open-minded intellectumany cases they had to journey in
als when much of Chinese society
treacherous conditions across the
was constrained by traditions.
Chinese countryside to reach them.
Their families knew each other,
Exploring China’s outlying areas
and the two journeyed to the United
during the 1930s meant traveling
States together to attend the University
muddy roads by mule, rickshaw or on foot.
of Pennsylvania in 1924. Lin was eager to
This was a demanding undertaking for both
study architecture, but the university’s archiLiang, who walked with a bad limp after a motortecture school would not admit her because it
cycle accident as a young man, and Lin, who endured was considered improper for young women to work
tuberculosis for years. Inns were often squalid and late into the night, unsupervised, with young men.
food could be tainted, and there was always a risk of
When they graduated in 1927, Lin earned a bachviolence by rebels, soldiers and bandits.
elor of fine arts degree, having taken classes in archiTheir greatest discovery came on an expedition tecture, and Liang became the architect, earning a
in 1937, when they dated and meticulously cataloged bachelor’s and later a master’s degree in the field. But
Foguang Si, or the Temple of Buddha’s Light, in Wutai they always worked together.
County, Shanxi Province. This breathtaking wooden
“I think they saw each other as partners, not as busitemple was built in 857 A.D., making it the oldest ness but as life partners,” Nancy S. Steinhardt, who has
known building in China at the time. (It is now the studied the couple’s work as a professor of East Asian
fourth-oldest known).
art at the University of Pennsylvania, said in a teleLiang and Lin crawled into the temple’s most forbid- phone interview. “It’s not clear who did which parts
ding areas to determine the building’s age; one dusty aerie of drawings or articles they wrote; they were a team.”
was inhabited by thousands of bats, many of them dead,
At first glance they made an incongruous couple.
and millions of bedbugs. Liang wrote of the experience Lin was a glamorous, vivacious polymath who wrote
in “Liang and Lin: Partners in Exploring China’s Archi- poetry, fiction, criticism and drama and made her
tectural Past,” an English-language story of their lives by home into a kind of intellectual salon. Liang was a
Wilma Fairbank, a close friend and correspondent.
highly focused architect and teacher who could be
“In complete darkness and amid the vile odor, taciturn. But their differences proved complementary.
8

o Lin Huiyin and
Liang Sicheng on
their honeymoon
in Europe in 1928.
CPA/Picture Alliance

“When the
wind of
change blows,
some build
walls, while
others build
windmills.”
CHINESE PROVERB
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Lin entertained several suitors as a young woman,
including the poet Xu Zhimo, but married Liang
in 1928, in Canada, where they had traveled after
their graduation. After several months in Europe
they returned to China, where Liang and Chinese
colleagues from the University of Pennsylvania
founded the architecture department at Northeastern University in Shenyang, the country’s second
architecture program. His academic writings and
lectures from the 1930s were eventually bound and
released as “A History of Chinese Architecture,” a rare
comprehensive book about the subject.
During the early 1930s, after moving to Beijing, the
couple began making regular expeditions into the
Chinese countryside to seek out surviving ancient
wooden structures. Their explorations ended when
Japan invaded China in 1937. In 1940, the Liang family,
now with a young daughter and a son, moved to a cottage
they built in a village near Kunming, in southern China.
Lin’s tuberculosis got worse, and the straitened circumstances of wartime made life all but intolerable.
During the war they used their copious notes,
photographs and drawings to continue writing about
architecture. When the war ended, Liang became a
visiting professor at Yale and China’s representative
to the committee that designed the United Nations
building in Manhattan in 1949. Lin, burdened by
caring for her family, remained in China.
After the Communist takeover in 1949, Liang and
Lin were excoriated as bourgeois intellectuals, becoming fodder for Communists trying to display party
loyalty. Lin did not have to endure the mistreatment
for long: She died of tuberculosis on April 1, 1955, at 51.
But Liang, who had returned to China to care for
her, was accused of being a counterrevolutionary,
publicly shamed and forced to undergo “re-education.” He was powerless to stop the demolition of
the ancient walls and gates that surrounded Beijing;
though he argued for their preservation, Maoist
forces wanted to reinvent the city as an industrial
center. Still, he continued to work and teach and eventually remarried. He died on Jan. 9, 1972, at 70.
The work of Liang and Lin lived on, with the help of
Fairbank and Liang’s second wife, Lin Zhu. Decades
after Liang’s death, they tracked down his lost drawings and photographs. Fairbank combined them with
his written work to create “A Pictorial History of
Chinese Architecture,” which was published in 1984.
An in-depth look at Chinese architecture, it documents many buildings that no longer stand.
Lin and Liang have become folk heroes in China, their
lives recounted in novels, films and a documentary series.
Lin’s niece, the architect and artist Maya Lin, who is
best known for designing the Vietnam Veterans Memo-

rial in Washington, told Smithsonian Magazine in 2017
that “most people in China know more about Liang
and Lin’s personalities and love lives than their work.”
“But from an architectural point of view, they are
hugely important,” she continued. “If it weren’t for
them, we would have no record of so many ancient
Chinese styles, which simply disappeared.”
Developers in Beijing, however, were less concerned
with preserving their legacy than with progress. In
2012, under cover of night and to the dismay of preservationists, they demolished the house where Liang
and Lin lived during the 1930s.
m Edited for space

RANDOM-NEST

Basic Mandarin Chinese
Words and Phrases

Created by Adrien Coquet
from the Noun Project

TRAVELANDLEISURE.COM

Hello | Nĭhăo (Nee how)
If there’s only one word you learn, this is it. Use this to greet everyone from your taxi driver to your waiter to the receptionist at the
hotel front desk.
Thank you | Xièxiè (Shieh-shieh)
And if there’s a second word to know, this would be it. Always be a
polite tourist.
You’re welcome | Bù kèqì (Boo kuh-chi)
Respond with this if someone says “xièxiè (shieh-shieh)” to you.
Good morning: Zăo (Zhow)
Instead of saying both hello (nĭhăo) and good morning, you can
greet someone with just zăo in the morning.
Goodnight | Wăn’ān (One-un)
This is typically used when you’re actually going to bed.
My name is … | Wŏ jiào … (Wuh jeow)
This literally means “I am called...”
My friend’s name is ... | Wŏ de péngyŏu jiào … (Wuh duh pung-yo jeow)
If you’re traveling with a friend, you can now introduce him or her as
well. If someone calls you “peng you,” don’t worry: they’re just calling
you a friend.
Other useful words
Yes: Shì (Sheh)
No: Bù shì (Bu-sheh)
Good: Hăo (How)
Bad: Bù hăo (Boo-how)
Today: Jīntiān (Jeen-tian)
Tomorrow: Míngtiān (Meeng-tian)
Yesterday: Zuótiān (Zwuh-tian)
Goodbye: Zàijiàn (Zhai-jian)
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Words of Encouragement
There are patterns to our lives and the world around us and sometimes recognizing those patterns can help us, whatever circumstances we find ourselves in.
The Franciscan priest Richard Rohr has identified a pattern he calls the Wisdom
Pattern and I don’t think one has to be Franciscan or even religious to see it in
ourselves and the world around us. The pattern is Order, Disorder, Reorder:

SUDOKU #58

ORDER | We begin with almost entirely tribal thinking, mirroring the individ-

ual journey, which starts with an egocentric need for “order” and “self.” We are
all born into various systems, ways of thinking, groups, and identities. These
order our world for us and tell us who we are and how the world works. They are
necessary “containers” for our self and others.

DISORDER | At some point those systems, identities, groups, and ways of thinking
fail us. We no longer know who we are or why the world is the way it is. This can
happen because of decisions we make, forces and people beyond our control, or,
most often, a combination of the two. The period of disorder can be confusing,
painful, and scary but it is necessary to move to the next stage of the pattern.
REORDER | Here we find a way to live with the old order and the failures and
pain of the disorder. As Rohr puts it, “Only in the final “reorder” stage can
darkness and light coexist, can paradox be okay. We are finally at home in the
only world that ever existed. This is true and contemplative knowing. Here
death is a part of life, failure is a part of victory, and imperfection is included
in perfection. Opposites collide and unite; everything belongs.”

This pattern is not just true of individuals but is also found in communities, groups,
societies, and nations. And it is ongoing, as people develop and move forward. If you
have found Reorder, may you guide those still in Disorder. If you are in Disorder,
know that it is part of the process toward wholeness. Wherever you find yourself in
this Wisdom Pattern, and it’s a lifelong pattern, may you find hope in knowing that
it is all part of a process leading you to a place where “everything belongs.”
Mike
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